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The geology does not  

follow the borderline! 
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A national willingness to cooperate 
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Agreements for each field and transport 

system: 

 
Frigg 1973, 

Statfjord 1979,  

Murchison 1979,  

Ekofisk (Norpipe) 1973,  

Heimdal (Vesterled) 1985 

 
The Framework Agreement between Norway and the 

United Kingdom, signed  April 4th. 2005 

 

General guidelines for cooperation in metering between 

UK and Norway. (Article 1.7) 

 

Inter-connecting Submarine Pipelines 1998  

 

Guidelines for development of trans-boundary oil 

and gas fields (2010) 

Framework for cooperation within metering  

between Norway and the United Kingdom 
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1)Both Governments shall approve any metering system which is related to a 
Cross-Boundary project and which is of common interest. The competent 
authorities of the two governments shall establish procedures for early approval 
of such a system 

 

2) When adopting standards for such metering systems, the two Governments shall 
pay particular regard to the economical impact of such standards on the Cross-
Boundary Project in question, and shall ensure that the adoption of such 
standards not unfairly or unduly burden the economics of that Project. In case of 
a Cross-Boundary Project making use of a Host Facility, the two Governments 
shall also give due consideration as to whether new metering systems are 
appropriate in the light of metering arrangements already in place elsewhere on 
the continental shelf or in the territory of either State. 

 

3) The competent authorities of the two Governments shall establish 
arrangements so that Inspectors of both Governments have access to relevant 
metering systems on the continental shelf or in the territory of either State to 
ensure that their interests are safeguarded. 

 

4) Annual coordination meeting 
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Some examples 
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Rev (Talisman): production is piped to Armada for processing. Oil continues to Cruden Bay via 

FPS pipeline. Gas proceed to Teesside via CATS. 

Blane (Talisman):  18% of Blane is on the Norwegian side. Blane is linked to Ula. 

Enoch (Talisman UK):  20% of Enoch is on the the Norwegian side. Production goes directly to 

the Brae A for processing. The oil proceed in FPS pipeline to Cruden Bay. Gas is sold directly 

to Brae 

Boa (Marathon): part of the Alvheim development 

Fields 

Gaupe (BG): Norwegian field, tied up to UK installation 

Islay (Total): small Norwegian ownership, tied up to UK installation 

Knarr (BG): Norwegian field, the gas will be sent into the UK gas system 

Brynhild (Lundin): Norwegian field planned to be tied up to a UK installation 

Flyndre (Maersk): small Norwegian ownership, tied up to UK installation  

Hild (Total): Norwegian field planned to be tied up to UK installation 

 

Developments planned or under development: 
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